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Also let LQ = LQl X ... x L Q" .
A collusion equilibrium under the pooled information rule for C
{(Qi, 'If;, F i , p.) : 1, ... , n} is an element q* E L~ such that
n

A collusion eqv,ilibrium under the private information rule for C
= 1, .. , , n} is an element q* E LQ such that

{(Qi, 'lfi, Fi, p.) : i

n

A collusion equilibrium under the common knowledge information rule
for C = {(Qi, 1fi, Fi, p.) : i = 1, ... ,n} is an element q* E LQ such that
n

Proof: Obvious. 0

However, as the following pro
industry profits derived under t..
rived from the Cournot-Na.c;h ga
using the corrunon information, ,
information, which means lower
mization alone, gives them highE
tell which effect outweighs the 0

Proposition 6.3: The indusi11
the common knowledge informc
Cournot-Nash game are not corr

Proof: Consider a Cournot gal
nature, i.e., n = {a, b, c} and onE
with the same probability. Each
following partition of the state s

FI = {a,b,c}
Next we present the second existence result of this paper.
Theorem 5.1: Under assumptions (A.l)-(A.2), a collusion equilibrium
exists for all the information rules.

The inverse demand function is,
function which is measurable wit]
is: For firm 1, C 1 (w, ql (w)) = .4q

Proof: Notice that the objective function is weakly continuous and L~, LQ
and LQ are non-empty and weakly compact. Therefore the maximum is
attained and the argmax is the set of all equilibrium points. 0

6

Comparison of profits under the three information
rules

Notice that firm 1 has trivial inf<
mation. The following productio:

In this section, we will put the industry profits under the three different
information rules in a hierarchy. It is known that under symmetric informa
tion the industry profits when firms collude are greater than or equal t.o the
industry profits derived from the Cournot-Nash game. But what happens
under differential information?
Let lIP(q*) , fI(q*) and lIC(q*) be the value functions under the three
information rules, as defined in the previous section.
Proposition 6.1: lIP(q*) 2 fI(q*) 2 lIC(q*).
Proof: First observe that /\ i=l Fi ~ Fi, i = 1, ... ,n, ~ Vi=1 Fi. This implies
that LQ ~ LQ ~ L~. Since the objective functions are the same, the desired
result follows . 0

Let lIN (q*) denote the industry profits derived from the Nash game.
Proposition 6.2: lIP(q*) 2 fI(q*) 2

Observe that the production pIa
firm's private information. The e::l
Nash game are 3.296.
ow assume that finns collude
rule. Since the information that
information, the production plan

fIN (q*).
/
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